Multiplexed Biomolecular Arrays Generated via Parallel Dip-Pen Nanolithography.
The capability of transferring target materials especially functionality-reliable biomolecules, into specific locations and with arbitrarily designed patterns are of critical importance for high-throughput disease diagnosis, multiplexing, and drug screening. Herein, we report the simultaneous patterning of two types of biomolecules using the parallel dip-pen nanolithography technology where an array of the atomic force microscope (AFM) tips can be selectively and alternately coated with target biomolecules via a specially designed inkwell array. Moreover, mixing target biomolecules at a proper volumetric ratio with polyethylene glycol dissolved in PBS buffer solution that works as an ink carrier can not only facilitate the smooth transfer of ink materials from the AFM tip to the substrate, it can also help to adjust the ink diffusion constant of different biomolecules to be highly similar so that the multiplexed biofunctional dot and/or line arrays at similar sizes can be reliably generated.